
Improve the quality, safety, and efficiency 
of your lupus trials with Clinical ink eLAS®

Electronic Lupus Assessment Suite® (eLAS®) facilitates data 
collection and patient engagement, helping make lupus 
research straightforward, efficient, and reliable. 

Manual activities and errors associated with traditional 
paper methods are eliminated with direct data capture 
(DDC) while enabling data corrections during patient visits.

Eliminates transcription 
and duplicate data entry

Improves accuracy 
of study endpoints

Reduces site burden

Reduces costs and trial timelines

Simplifying 
Data Collection in 
Lupus Clinical Studies
Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) is an autoimmune disease 
that causes inflammation and tissue damage in the skin, 
joints, kidneys, lungs, blood vessels, and brain. 

Electronic Lupus Assessment Suite® (eLAS®) is designed to engage 
patients through straightforward, efficient, and reliable direct 
data capture (DDC), eliminating manual activities and errors 
associated with traditional paper methods.

Lupus research studies are difficult and complex
Lupus is episodic and unpredictable, characterized by 

an aggregate of symptoms, making screening and data collection difficult.

In addition, lupus research utilizes multiple assessments 
with different scoring criteria, leading to complex protocols.

Gain real-time insights 
with Clinical ink

people affected 
worldwide

~5M 90% 15-44 yrs
of patients 
are women

age at which 
lupus typically strikes

Collect data and information when it happens 
from any source for immediate insight-based 
decision making. 

Clinical ink’s fit-for-purpose solutions with 
DDC improve any clinical trial execution, 
produce cleaner data, and ensure compliance 
and protocol adherence.

Power patient outcomes with Clinical ink. 
Visit clinicalink.com to learn more.

CONTACT US

+1 336 714 7402
info@clinical ink.com

eLAS® is the industry standard for 
direct data capture in lupus research   

Prompts sections that 
must be completed and 
provides form summaries

Integrated CLASI, Joint 
Count, and PGA forms with 
criteria guidance needed 
for scoring

Compares data 
and inconsistencies 
across assessments 
from previous patient 
visits 

Forms populate 
with overlapping 
information and edit 
checks to prevent missing 
required �elds 

Direct data 
capture enables 
near real-time 
review of study 
data

Easy 
referencing 

Guided 
BILAG & SLEDAI 

Changes 
noted at visit

Eliminate 
duplicate data

No 
time lag

Patient viewed 
against previous visit 
to detect symptom 
changes

Abnormalities 
documented on 
domain-speci�c 
BILAG paper form 

Lack of visit 
documentation

Insu�cient understanding 
to complete assessments, 
scoring, and queries

Multiple, 
overlapping 
assessments

Error variances 
in data High number of 

queries and 
corrections

Lag between 
transcription and 
database lock

Delayed 
data review

Disease activity obscured 
by data variability

Findings are scored 
in accordance with 
guidelines, explained in 
separate documents

Sites record ancillary patient 
information (Joint Count & 
PGA)

Some data entered into 
SLEDAI or CLASI as required by 
protocol

Data from all paper 
forms transcribed 
into EDC

Sponsor accesses 
data only when 
monitors visit sites

Knowledge of 
forms required 

I N F O G R A P H I C

Traditional paper-based lupus data collection 
is challenging and error-prone


